THE GOVERNMENT FALLS . . .
there is no use in denying it,  The produce of the con-
tinent is rich and varied, spouting from elevators into grain
ships moored along the Parang or slung from frigorificos
into the freezing holds of steamers where icicles hang in the
gloom though deck-hands are perspiring overhead, or crated
and boxed for Covent Garden, or shot from lorries through a
manhole in the road to emerge fifty yards away on moving
bands, where coffee-bags slide solemnly along the water-
front at Santos.   But of all its products South America is
chiefly known to the ill-informed of other continents by the
South American revolution.   Those spirited events, which
serve so well to fill a column in a newspaper, have engaged
the world's fancy; and it is a little apt to think of street-
fighting as the chief local pastime.   By the simple expedient
of never looking at a map it remains comfortably under the
impression that traffic in the streets of Buenos Aires is
gravely dislocated by a riot in Guatemala, which is not unlike
a fond belief that an affray somewhere on the Persian
Gulf disturbs the sleep of Edinburgh.   Indeed, it can rarely
master the distinction between Central and South America,
or the essential fact that the Great Powers of the south differ
in degree, kind, climate, population, and habits from the
sultry atmosphere of a small fruit-republic on the Caribbean
with a reputation chiefly confined to stamp-collectors and a
population of ex-Presidents and United States Marines.
Few citizens of London would feel complimented if visitors
from Buenos Aires took extravagant precautions before a
walk down Oxford Street, because they had heard so much
about disorder in the Balkans.   Yet that is the blunder made
by many Europeans about South America.   For they stare
hopefully about them through romantic spectacles con-
structed by the late 0. Henry; and nothing would surprise
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